
Instability-induced motion firms core and improves circulation and posture;
Stool height ranges from 18” to 23” to fit most standard desks;
Stable, 360° swivel base allows for easy movement;
Lightweight and compact with easy-glide caster wheels that lock;
Anti-burst, removable Balance Ball seat; Max weight: 300 lbs. 

75061
BLUE

AEROMAT ADJUSTABLE BALL STOOL

SKUs: 

FUNCTIONAL 
TRAINING

Made with durable and lightweight steel, anti-slip base 
on trays to protect kettlebells and to reduce noise
Holds 10 large Kettlebell Medicine Balls, or 14 Mini 
Kettlebell Medicine Balls
Assembled dimensions: 30” H x 45 1/4” W x 22” L
Top tier to ground: 30”, Lower tier to ground: 16”, Plate 
width” 8”
Max weight limit: 200 lbs. (90 kg)
Easy assembly required, Kettlebells sold separately
SKUs: 

KETTLEBELL MEDICINE BALL RACK 2-LAYER 

75006
BLACK

NEW ARRIVALS

Built with one-piece durable natural rubber that absorbs high-velocity impact;
Designed for repeated high-intensity throwing, bouncing and slamming against the walls to improve 
strength, endurance, agility and power; Dimpled tacky surface provides maximum grip and resists to 
moisture; 10” diameter across all weights

AEROMAT EXTREME ELITE WALL BALL 32712
6 LBS

32714
14 LBS

32713
10 LBS

32715
20 LBS

SKUs: 



RECOVERY

Inflated cushion with both pebbled and spiky surface, adds instability and 
stimulation into workouts;
Use as a balance training cushion by placing it under hands, feet or lower 
back for challenging exercises; can be used for active ergonomic sitting by 
placing it on top of your chair;
Adjust the inflation level with needle for more challenging exercises;
Made with soft and pliable PVC, free of latex, inflates with 2-Way Hand Pump 
with needle (sold separately)

33303
GREY

AEROMAT DELUXE BALANCE CUSHION 13.5” DIAMETER

SKUs: 
33301
RED

Helps relieve muscle pain and release deep tissue tension on pressure points;
Adjustable, spiky handles for stimulating circulation in hands, and easy handling 
on the massage motion and intensity;
Portable in size, light weight

AEROMAT NECK AND SHOULDER THERAPY MASSAGER

SKUs: 
35284
RED

Helps relieve muscle pain and release deep tissue tension on 
pressure points;
Adjustable, spiky handles for stimulating circulation in hands, 
and easy handling on the massage motion and intensity;
Foldable, portable in size, light weight

AEROMAT FOLDING CANE MASSAGER 

SKUs: 
35285
GREY

Peanut shape designed to cradle the 
spine, lower leg and forearms;
Wavy surface combines effective pressure 
with soothing comfort;
Easy rolling, helps increase range of 
motion and can improve posture 

AEROMAT WAVY PEANUT MASSAGE BALL 

SKUs: 
35282
WAVY

35283
SPIKY

Peanut shape designed to cradle the 
spine, lower leg and forearms;
Spiky surface with raised nubs to stimulate 
blood flow and speed healing;
Stimulates pressure point to alleviate 
muscle soreness and tension;
Easy rolling, helps increase range of 
motion and can improve posture 

AEROMAT SPIKY PEANUT MASSAGE BALL 

SKUs: 

Durable foam roller maintains structure, training and muscle relief;
Made with EVA foam material, free of latex, phthalates and chloride;
Textured surface, 6” in diameter

33833
MARBLE GREY

AEROMAT 18” FOAM ROLLER

SKUs: 



Shaped ergonomically to support lower back 
and spine, helps with spine alignment, posture 
improvement and maintaining optimal spine health;
Activates core stabilizing muscles while gently 
extending tense back muscles for recovery and 
relaxation;
Great for stretching, core strengthening, 
rehabilitation, office sitting, Pilates and yoga 
practices; Portable in size, light weight; 
Made with 100% recyclable TPE foam

ECOWISE ERGONOMIC SPINE SUPPORT CUSHION 

83462
BLACK

SKUs: 

Fruit shapes fits palm ergonomically;
Comes in various intensity;
Made with unscented TPR, free of latex

ECOWISE HAND THERAPY FRUIT SQUISH BALL PAIR

85221
LEMONS

SKUs: 

85222
ORANGES
85223
STRAWBERRIES

YOGA
PILATES

RECOVERY

Made with sustainable cork, from the bark 
of a Cork Oak Tree, fine-grained surface 
provides easier but sturdy hand grip;
Comes with one yoga block (3” x 6” x 9”) 
and two massage balls (2” in diameter);
The block features smooth and contoured 
edges providing extra comfort;
The massage balls feature high density 
structure for targeting specific tight 
muscle groups;
Great tool to use combined or individually 
for relaxation, rehabilitation and 
meditation

82131
SET (1 BLOCK + 2 BALLS)

SKUs: 

82132
2 CORK BALLS

ECOWISE RELAXATION CORK SET 
(1 BLOCK + 2 BALLS)

Great for adding challenge and variety to exercises for muscle sculpting and recovery;
Use it on the arch of your back for abdominal curls, between the ankles for core, under the 
ribs for side stretch, and more;
Tacky and lightly textured surface reduces slippage; 
Made with anti-burst phthalates-free PVC and natural color dye from charcoal/cocoa 
powder;
Inflates with straw to approximately 9”, adjust the inflation level as desired 

85601
CHARCOAL

85602
COCOA

ECOWISE 9” PILATES BALL

SKUs: 


